
Fox and Chickens Tag
Fox and Chickens Tag is a game that suits various age groups, making it a good choice for events like youth
gatherings or religious camps.

Materials

● None required

Instructions

1. Select one player to be the Fox (it).
2. Arrange the remaining players in a single-file line.
3. Everyone in the line holds the waist of the person in front of them.
4. The first person in line is the Mother Hen, and the others are the Chicks.
5. The Fox positions himself in front of the line.
6. Upon a given signal, the Fox tries to tag the last Chick, moving around the line. The Mother Hen flaps

her wings and follows the Fox, aiming to prevent him from catching the Chicks. The others stay aligned
with the leader, turning away from the Fox.

7. If the last Chick is caught, they fall in line behind the Fox. The game continues until all the Chicks are
caught. Enjoy the fun, lighthearted nature of the game!

Notes

Safety: Ensure there's enough space to play without obstacles that could cause tripping or collisions. Safety
should always be a priority.

Number of Players: The game is more engaging with a larger group. If you have fewer players, you might
want to shorten the line of Chicks to make it more challenging for the Fox.

Roles Rotation: Encourage participants to switch roles between games so that everyone gets a chance to be
the Fox and the Mother Hen. This adds variety and keeps the game fresh.

Game Duration: Consider setting a time limit if you wish to control the duration of the game, especially if there
are many players. You might decide the winner based on the number of Chicks caught within a set time.

Adaptations: Feel free to modify the rules for younger or older participants to ensure that everyone can enjoy
the game at their comfort level.

Resources

Get more easy and fun games for youth ministry

More Youth Ministry Games

https://young-catholics.com/776/fox-and-chickens-tag-game/

https://amzn.to/3OB56SQ
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